Dimensions M Gite - Corbais, Belgium
The project
In the heart of Walloon Brabant, the five guest rooms of the Dimensions M gite from Corbais offer
accommodation solutions for business or leisure stays. In order to maximize the comfort, the safety
and the general control of the whole building, it has been chosen to use a home automation system able
to answer efficiently all these needs. The owners then opted for the Domintell system, a home automation
system granting those possibilities for a total installation and configuration comfort for the 5 rooms of the site.
Here, the automation system manages a dimmed and automated lighting in the rooms and living rooms
with remotely controlled subfloor heating and automated shutters. Thus allowing a centralized control via a
touchscreen and the Domintell Pilot app. Also, the safety angle was not forgotten since the whole building is
equipped with a system composed of alarms and rooms with code locks and cameras. All of it is directly linked to
the Domintell system, which enables the automation of the actions and reactions to trigger in case of an incident.

Testimony
Thanks to building automation solutions, we wanted to have the most optimal energy
management and the possibility for our clients, or ourselves, to keep an eye on the status of
the whole building. This to make sure everybody has an enjoyable stay. Comfort also requires
total automation of every room, which allows our clients to customize and control their space
via their own smartphone or tablet. This way, everyone can arrange the place at will, for a most
welcoming stay by feeling home!

The owners

Installation objectives
Safety

Automation

Standardization

Automated control of the
cameras and configuration
of a safety system.

For anyone’s comfort the
lighting, the blinders and the
heating are automated and
remotely controllable.

The 5 rooms of the
facility are based upon
a similar standard and a
basic configuration.

Zoom on the security
It becomes everyday more important to secure your home. Keep control over your
various rooms and devices by configuring their remote control. Therefore, secure
your house and filter the accesses with the Domintell technology. The information is
instantly provided to you and allow you to monitor in real-time the safety of your house.
Moreover, it provide your house with an optimal safety thanks to the presence
detectors and connected alarms, which can be configured to alert you in
case of an intrusion wherever you are via your alerts. Go to work or for a
weekend trip with peace of mind, Domintell protects what it is you value.
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